REUTERS-NABJ SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS

Fast track your career!
Join the world’s largest international multimedia news organization

About the Reuters-NABJ Fellowship Program
The Reuters-NABJ fellowship, open to rising reporters, recent graduates and business professionals, is part of the Reuters Editorial Trainee Program. Participants will gain a deep grounding in financial and/or general news reporting, work on fast-paced news stories and develop skills in enterprise journalism.

• Nine months of hands on, real-world experience with competitive pay in a Reuters bureau
• Intensive classroom training, followed by reporting team work
• Mentorship by Reuters editors throughout the program

About the Reuters-NABJ Graduate Scholarship
Launched in August 2017, the Reuters-NABJ scholarship is open to graduate students applying to Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism and to the Business & Economic Reporting program at New York University’s Arthur L. Carter Journalism Institute.

• Recipients at both schools will each receive $40,000 or more in tuition and other credits
• Writing and reporting workshops alongside Reuters staff in New York, mentorship by Reuters editors throughout the academic year and an invitation to meet with senior reporters and staffers at Reuters Times Square office
• Paid 10-week summer internship with Reuters will be offered to each scholarship recipient upon graduation

Core requirements for scholarships & fellowships include:
• Member of NABJ
• A clear commitment to a career in journalism
• The drive to build sources, break news and deliver deeply reported stories
• Ability to generate original, relevant story ideas
• Interest in financial/business news
• Fluency in written English
• A strong interest in issues that affect companies, markets and economies
• An international outlook
• An ability to work on a team

Other useful skills or experience:
• Knowledge of a relevant field such as banking, financial markets, accounting, law or computer science
• Expertise in data analysis or data-driven journalism and/or multimedia storytelling
• Fluency in another language such as Spanish, Arabic, Mandarin or Russian
• Skills in investigative reporting

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
• Visit the Recent Graduate & Interns section of Careers.thomsonreuters.com

Reuters, the news and media division of Thomson Reuters, is the world’s largest international multimedia news provider reaching more than one billion people every day. Reuters provides trusted business, financial, national and international news to professionals via Thomson Reuters desktops, the world’s media organizations and directly to consumers at Reuters.com and via Reuters TV. Follow news about Reuters at @ReutersPR.